
Eco article:      WHO CARES ABOUT OUR RIGHTS         
    

The Coal Mine in Pljevlja is at war with the locals from the villages of 
Kalušići and Doganje  
 
Nature and man have led wars over primacy for decades. First, nature unsparingly gave humanity 
abundant gifts, and afterwards humanity replied with superior pretensions to dominate nature. Not 
only have we built settlements by rivers and started to be engaged in agriculture and started taking 
care of the “hungry mouths”, thanking the fruits of labour, but have, recalcitrantly, started 
“demanding too much”. We have built factories, releasing smokes of dissatisfaction and toxic 
poisons in the sky. We have discharged waste waters into riverbeds and have plunged the need for 
acquiring material goods into Earth’s gut, taking all kinds of ore and precious metals out of it. The 
basic need of man to warm his hands by the fire turned, somehow, into a struggle for survival. At 
least it is so for the locals of the Pljevlja villages, who have less and less understanding for the 
activities of the the Coal Mine in Pljevlja, which with its exploitation threatens their basic living 
conditions. 
 
Nature in the shadow of the Coal Mine activities  
 
The locals from the Pljevlja village of Kalušići face the problems inflicted by the coal mine daily. 
Namely, the locals do not have a road anymore, because the mining machinery, transporting coal 
from the mine to the thermal power plant, deposits mud and dust on it. Large pieces of coal fall 
from the overloaded trucks and thus their lives are endangered in that region. The locals from this 
village addressed the mine administration several times, but received no answer and no 
improvement as well. They do not hide frustration and emphasise that the behaviour of the local 
government and mine administration are a pure example of lack of concern for the local residents.   
 
The regular supply of water, electricity and telecommunications is threatened by frequent 
installation disruptions caused by settling of the depot, as well as because of irresponsible operators 
of the mining mechanization. The main source of income for the locals is from agriculture. Due to 
extremely high dust contamination, they are not in the position to continue to be engaged in this 
business, and therefore their existence is endangered. Construction is prohibited in one part of the 
village Kalušići until the year 2025 due to coal mining, which deprives them of all rights for further 
life. Because of damages on buildings due to frequent mining and because of the occurrence of 
underground and surface waters, which have occurred because of the depot, many locals are 
preparing claims against the “Coal Mine” for compensation.    

 

 



Great determination and appeals, as well as numerous objections to the Coal Mine in Pljevlja, 
which were sent to the Administration and covered by the media, have yielded fruit and the local 
roads were asphalted. However, the asphalt road by the Thermal Power Plant is still too far away 
for the locals and the conditions for survival are still difficult, but they still hope that their lives are 
important for somebody and that they can not be replaced by “tons of coal and electricity 
production” and by things that, for the sake of truth, might be good for the rest of Montenegro but 
not for the residents of this place.  
 
The locals from the village now have 6 to 9 kilometres to town, instead of 3 or 6 kilometres, 
because they are avoiding the closer road to town because of the insecurity when passing through 
the Mine. Blažo Kapetanović, a resident of the village, says that if the ground is not wet and there is 
no mud, it is unbearable to live in this area in the dry period of the year, because of the dust raised 
by the Mine machinery. The locals also add that since the early nineties, construction has been 
prohibited for them, because the area was declared an area of special purpose. “We could not build 
a house or a barn, no kind of structure, to improve our household, due to prohibition of 
construction. Our children are growing up, forming their own families, they want their 
independence. Needs are increasing and the prohibition imposes that no progress is to be made, 
even when it is possible”, said Blažo Kapetanović, our source.   
 
By prohibiting construction of structures, the Mine, has not only jeopardized the development of 
households, but has brought the locals in an existential gap - the locals will, in fact, when it comes 
to expropriation, be paying extra money for the new buildings.  
The Mine Administration turned a deaf ear to the demands of the citizens and does not offer any, 
for them, acceptable solution. Occasional media coverage, mostly, contains statements about the 
impossibility of providing money. Expropriation, which the management of the Mine is offering, is 
unprofitable for the locals, because the ore deposits are not within their properties.  
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